Structural analysis of the spiroplasma virus, SpV4: implications for evolutionary variation to obtain host diversity among the Microviridae
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Background: Spiroplasma virus, SpV4, is a small, non-enveloped virus that infects the helical mollicute Spiroplasma melliferum. SpV4 exhibits several similarities to the Chlamydia phage, Chp1, and the Coliphages α3, φK, G4 and φX174. All of these viruses are members of the Microviridae. These viruses have isometric capsids with T = 1 icosahedral symmetry, cause lytic infections and are the only isometric phages that contain single-stranded circular DNA genomes. The aim of this comparative study on these phages was to understand the role of their capsid proteins during host receptor recognition.

Results: The three-dimensional structure of SpV4 was determined to 27 Å resolution from images of frozen-hydrated particles. Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) revealed 20, ~54 Å long, 'mushroom-like' protrusions on the surface of the capsid. Each protrusion comprises a trimeric structure that extends radially along the threefold icosahedral axes of the capsid. A 71 amino acid portion of VP1 (the SpV4 capsid protein) was shown, by structural alignment with the atomic structure of the F capsid protein of φX174, to represent an insertion sequence between the E and F strands of the eight-stranded antiparallel β-barrel. Secondary structure prediction of this insertion sequence provided the basis for a probable structural motif, consisting of a six-stranded antiparallel β sheet connected by small turns. Three such motifs form the rigid stable trimeric structures (mushroom-like protrusions) at the threefold axes, with hydrophobic depressions at their distal surface.

Conclusions: Sequence alignment and structural analysis indicate that distinct genera of the Microviridae might have evolved from a common primordial ancestor, with capsid surface variations, such as the SpV4 protrusions, resulting from gene fusion events that have enabled diverse host ranges. The hydrophobic nature of the cavity at the distal surface of the SpV4 protrusions suggests that this region may function as the receptor-recognition site during host infection.

Introduction

Spiroplasma virus, SpV4, is a small, spherical virus that infects the Spiroplasma melliferum. This non-enveloped, single-stranded DNA virus was discovered in 1980 in strain B63 of S. melliferum cultured from a honey bee in Morocco [1] and has since been propagated in S. melliferum strain G1 [2,3]. Spiroplasmas are helical, wall-free eubacteria belonging to the class Mollicutes, a group of organisms derived by regressive evolution from ancestors of gram-positive bacteria with low guanine-plus-cytosine DNA [4,5].

SpV4 shares several properties with the Chlamydia phage Chp1 and the Coliphages α3, φK, G4 and φX174. All these viruses are members of the Microviridae family; they are lytic and contain single-stranded circular DNA genomes of 4421, 4877, 6087, 6081, 5386 and 5577 nucleotides for SpV4, Chp1, α3, φK, G4 and φX174, respectively [6–10]. The genomes encode similar numbers of proteins: nine for SpV4 and eleven for Chp1, α3, φK, φX174 and G4. The SpV4 and Chp1 capsids, however, only contain 60 copies of a single protein, VP1, whereas the capsids of α3, φK, G4 and φX174 consist of 60 copies each of the major capsid protein, F, the major spike protein G, the DNA packaging protein, J, and 12 copies of the pilot protein, H.

SpV4 virions have a molecular weight of 5.4 × 10^6 and a density of 1.40 g/cm^3 in cesium chloride. VP1 is a 63.9 kDa protein that forms a T = 1 capsid [11] with a mean diameter of ~270 Å (Figure 1) [12], which is roughly
equivalent to a φX174 capsid consisting of only the major capsid protein F, not including the G, H or J proteins [13,14].

The structures of φX174 and G4 virions have been determined by X-ray crystallography to 3 Å resolution [14,15]. These studies revealed the structure and capsid organization of the F, G, and J proteins in atomic detail. Each φX174 or G4 capsid contains 60 copies of the F protein arranged with T = 1 icosahedral symmetry [11]. The F protein has the β-barrel tertiary structure common to many of the structural proteins in small, spherical viruses [16]. This canonical, eight β-strand motif is oriented with the strands aligned roughly tangential to the capsid surface and with the B–C, D–E, F–G and H–I corners (where the letters refer to the individual strands of the β barrel) pointed towards the fivefold axes (Figure 2). The β barrel projects into the interior of the virus, where there is little contact between adjacent, symmetry-related β barrels. Two large insertion loops that comprise 65% of the F protein polypeptide chain occur at the corners of the E–F and H–I strands, these loops are 163 and 112 residues in length, respectively. The two insertion loops form the exterior surface topology of the capsid and are responsible for most of the contacts between neighboring F protein subunits (Figure 2).

Comparison of the sequences of the structural proteins of four Coliphage members of the Microviridae family, α3, φK, G4, and φX174, showed that the capsid protein F is the most highly conserved structural protein [17]. The VP1 capsid proteins in SpV4 and Chp1 contain 553 and 595 amino acids, respectively [6,7], and are homologous to the 426 amino acid F proteins of φX174 and G4 [8–10].

The SpV4 and Chp1 genomes do not encode a major spike protein like the G protein of the Coliphage virions. Pentamers of the G protein in the Coliphages form 12, characteristic, star-shaped ‘spikes’ (~70 Å in diameter and extending ~30 Å above the viral capsid surface) situated at the fivefold vertices of the icosahedron [13–15]. Previously, the SpV4 capsid was postulated to be devoid of such spikes or other projections [12], and hence it was believed that the SpV4 morphology might bear more resemblance to the smoother, spherical capsids of the Parvoviridae [18–20]. The characteristic Coliphage spikes can be removed from capsids with 4 M urea, leaving an intact capsid formed by the F protein [21]. These spikeless particles were thought to be similar in structure to SpV4 or Chp1, the genomes of which do not encode the G, H and J structural proteins found in the Coliphages. Thus, the known atomic structures of the φX174 and G4 F capsid proteins should serve as excellent models of the VP1 capsid protein of SpV4 and Chp1.

We have used cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and three-dimensional image reconstruction methods to determine the structure of frozen-hydrated SpV4 particles to 27 Å resolution. We also report an amino acid sequence alignment of six members of the Microviridae family which made possible the fit of the atomic coordinates of the F protein of φX174 into the cryo-EM density map of SpV4. Finally, modeling of three, 71 amino acid loops into the cryo-EM density for the ‘mushroom-like’ protrusions at the threefold vertices, and the hydrophobic nature of the cavity at the distal surface of these protrusions, suggest a function as putative receptor recognition sites for SpV4.

**Results and discussion**

**Cryo-EM and three-dimensional image reconstruction**

SpV4 for use in the cryo-EM studies was propagated and purified following an established protocol [3] with minor modifications to prevent precipitation of the virus (see Materials and methods section). Cursory inspection of transmission electron micrographs of negatively stained (Figure 1) or vitrified (Figure 3) samples of SpV4 revealed particles with circular profiles, consistent with a spherical structure of diameter ~270 Å. However, when the three-dimensional structure of SpV4 was determined to 27 Å resolution based on reconstruction analysis of 22 images of vitrified particles, it was immediately apparent that virions contain a prominent protrusion at each of the 20 threefold axes of symmetry (Figure 4). Careful reinspection of the
images of stained (Figure 1) and unstained SpV4 particles (Figure 3) revealed features consistent with the presence of such external protrusions. In stain, most particles have small projections or knob-like features at their periphery (Figure 1; arrows) as well as stain-excluding knobs within the particle (e.g. Figure 1 inset). These latter features correspond to end-on views of the protruding structures. Similar features at the particle periphery can sometimes be discerned in the noisy images of unstained SpV4 particles (Figure 3; arrows and inset).

The prominent protrusions project radially outwards from the capsid, the surface of which has a ‘rough’ texture (Figure 4). Large, ‘sausage-like’ ridges encircle five smaller ‘bumps’ and an even smaller bump at each fivefold axis. In addition, three small cavities surround each protrusion near its base. Close-up views reveal finer details of the protrusion structure (Figure 5). As depicted in Figure 5, the mushroom-like protrusion extends ~54 Å above the capsid surface and consists of a globular head (‘bud’) of approximate dimensions 41 × 41 × 29 Å and a neck (‘stalk’) that is ~25 Å long and ~13 Å in diameter. The cavities at the base of the protrusion are channels (~10 Å narrowest diameter) that appear to provide solvent accessibility to the virus interior (Figures 5a,b). These putative channels persist in isosurface rendered views even at much lower density threshold levels. A cross-section through the longitudinal axis of the protrusion reveals a dimple at the outermost tip of the protrusion (Figure 5c; compare with top view in Figure 5a) in the isosurface view. A more realistic rendering of the density distribution in the longitudinal section (Figures 5d,e) reveals a ‘cup-like’ as opposed to solid structure for the bud domain. At 27 Å resolution, however, it is impossible to determine whether the low density central region is a...
solvent-filled cavity of approximate dimensions 10 Å diameter and 17 Å deep. Alternatively, the average protein density may simply be very low in this region.

The protrusion appears to be a fairly rigid structure because its densities in the icosahedrally averaged three-dimensional map are in the same range as those attributed to the capsid shell. Our model building experiments (described later) are consistent with this observation.

Alignment of Microviridae capsid proteins
Members of the Microviridae, including the Coliphages α3, φK, G4 and φX174, have been shown to have the same gene order and considerable sequence similarities [22]. An amino acid sequence alignment of the F, G, and J structural proteins [17], together with knowledge of the atomic structures of the φX174 [14] and G4 [15] capsids, showed the F protein to be the most conserved structural protein. Among all four Coliphages, the F proteins showed 63% amino acid sequence identity, as compared to 19% identity for the G spike proteins. Presumably, functions of the F protein, such as involvement in capsid assembly and genome protection, are indispensable enough for evolutionary pressure to conserve them. The sequence alignment and crystallography studies also showed that the F protein residues involved in intersubunit interactions were more conserved than those in other regions. In addition, the residues at a surface depression in the φX174 capsid that runs from a position near the threefold axis to the twofold axis were almost completely conserved [17]. Part of this depression in φX174 forms a putative carbohydrate-binding site [23].

The amino acid sequences of the SpV4 and Chp1 VP1 proteins and of the F proteins of α3, φK, G4 and φX174, were aligned with the use of the program PILEUP (part of the University of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group [GCG] package). To maximize the alignment agreement of the capsid protein sequences, seven insertion loops were introduced into the SpV4 and Chp1 sequences in relation to the Coliphages (Figures 6a,b). The criteria for scoring insertions required a difference in sequence length of six or more amino acids. By reference to the atomic structure of the φX174 F protein, six insertions were located in the E–F turn of the β barrel and the other insertion was in the H–I turn. Two of the E–F
Insertions would occur inside the capsid (i.e., at low radius) and all other insertions would occur on the exterior surface of the capsid (Figures 2 and 6a,b). These sequence alignment results suggest that the tertiary structure of VP1 may be quite similar to that for the F protein but with the largest differences occurring at the outer and inner surfaces of the capsid attributed to the VP1 insertions. The longest insertion, IN5, occurs between Thr187 and Thr188 of the F protein of φX174 (Figures 2 and 6), and is 71 and 104 residues in SpV4 and Chp1, respectively. This insertion point occurs in φX174 within the portion of the E–F loop that forms a small bump at the icosahedral threefold axes (Figure 7). On this basis, it is possible to ascribe the 71-residue IN5 insertion of SpV4 to the prominent mushroom-like protrusions at the threefold positions (Figures 4 and 5).

Only 33 (7.7%) of the 426 amino acid residues of the φX174 F protein were identical in all six phages, whereas 268 (63%) of these residues were identical among the four Coliphage members and 142 (33%) were identical between SpV4 and Chp1. The percentage of identical residues for each pairwise comparison of sequences was calculated not only for all residues but also for just those residues of the structurally conserved β-barrel motif identified from the X-ray crystal structures of φX174 and G4 [14,15] (Figure 6c). The residues within the β-barrel motif were observed to be significantly greater in identity in every pair sequence comparison between ‘weakly’ related phages (identity less than 21% for all residues). For example, when comparing the F protein of φX174 with VP1 of SpV4, for all residues the sequence identity is 19%, whereas for residues contained only in the β-barrel motif the percentage identity increases to 30% (Figure 6c).

This same general trend holds (with one exception, α3 and φK) for ‘strongly’ related sequences (identity greater than 50% for all residues), although the increase in identity is only slight.

These pairwise sequence comparisons suggest that an evolutionary pressure exists to conserve ‘critical’ residues within the β-barrel motif while the surface insertion loops can accommodate a high mutation rate. Even though there is no obviously conserved specific sequence in the major capsid proteins of the related phages, close inspection of the sequence comparisons (Figure 6a) reveals a tendency for hydrophobic residues in the β-barrel motif to be conserved. Such conservation is consistent with the preservation of a β-barrel structure that is the structural core of each capsid. Rapid evolution within the large insertion loops that decorate this core structure ensures diversity in the exposed surface of each phage.

A phylogenetic tree for the six bacteriophages (Figure 8) was calculated from the data shown in Figure 6c by means of an unweighted pairwise distance matrix method [24]. As expected, the Coliphages cluster closely together, with α3 and φK being most closely related (91% sequence identity) and G4 being the most distantly related member of the Coliphages (~63% sequence identity to all three other Coliphages). Chp1 and SpV4 cluster together, though they are still quite distant (only 33% sequence identity between VP1s), and they are even more distant from the Coliphages (15% mean sequence identity).

When pairs of structurally similar protein chains were taken from the CATH structural classification database [25], two distributions of sequence identities were
Comparison of the amino acid sequences of capsid proteins of members of the *Microviridae* family. (a) Sequence alignment of VP1 of SpV4 and Chp1 and protein F for the *Coliphages* α3, φK, φX174 and G4. Boxes and letters indicate residues that are completely conserved in all the phages compared; residues that form part of the β-barrel structure motif elements are colored red and labeled (as shown in Figure 2). The sequence numbers are given for SpV4 (top) and φX174 (bottom).

Insertions are labeled and marked by green boxes. (b) Assignment and location of the seven insertion loops (assigned as IN1–7) found in the proteins, for all residues (shown in purple) and those involved in the IN5 threefold protrusion loop (shown in red).

Insertions are labeled and marked by green boxes. (b) Assignment and location of the seven insertion loops (assigned as IN1–7) found in the proteins, for all residues (shown in purple) and those involved in the IN5 threefold protrusion loop (shown in red).

Figure 6
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observed. Those sequences which shared a common ancestry had a mean percentage sequence identity of 15%, and those which had a mean percentage sequence identity less than 10% did not [26]. These observations indicate that, although the VP1s of Chp1 and SpV4 are genetically distinct from the F proteins of the *Coliphages*, there is likely to be a common ancestral link among these proteins.

**Modeling the IN5 loop and fit to the cryo-EM density map**

The secondary structure of the 71-residue IN5 loop (Figure 6a), that was ascribed to the mushroom-like projections, was predicted with the aid of the PredictProtein Server [27] to be approximately 60% β strand and 40% coil. No α-helical segments were predicted by the program.

A three-dimensional model was built for the 71-residue SpV4 loop that satisfied both the envelope of the cryo-EM reconstruction (Figures 4 and 5) and the secondary structure prediction. The modeling incorporated three, symmetry-related, six-stranded (each strand being six residues long) antiparallel β-sheet motifs connected by small turns of five residues in length (Figure 9). This structure fits extremely well into the distal globular bud domain (41 × 41 × 29 Å) of the trimeric protrusion (Figure 10). This simple model also allowed for intersubunit hydrogen-bonding interactions between antiparallel β strands from the symmetry-related motifs. The lengths of the β strands numbered 1 and 6 (Figure 9) were extended to 12 residues each, to form a stalk that allows the loop to insert...
at the Thr187–Thr188 position (φX174 sequence designation). In the model, the stalk region consists of the two extended antiparallel strands, which form a β-hexamer structure with the symmetry-related strands. This proposed β-hexamer structure is very similar to that observed on the quasi-sixfold axes of symmetry in cowpea chlorotic mottle virus [28]. The stalk is ~25 Å long and 13 Å wide and connects the globular bud of the protrusion to the capsid (Figure 10). As modeled, the protruding loop has 48 residues in β-strand structure and 23 residues in loop structures. The motif is a very rigid and stable structure, which is consistent with the observation of the protrusion as a high-density feature in the three-dimensional image reconstruction. This model also includes a 17 Å deep depression at the distal surface of the bud on the threefold axes (Figure 10). Of the 71 amino acids in the loop, 30 are hydrophobic and of the 11 residues, Val237-Pro-Asn-Leu-Ser-Gly-Thr-Pro-Leu-Ile-Phe247, lining the surface of the 17 Å depression, seven are hydrophobic. The model, therefore, predicts the presence of a mainly hydrophobic cavity at the distal surface of the protrusion.

This model is the simplest that satisfies both the cryo-EM density of the protrusion at the threefold axis and the predicted secondary structure profile of the amino acid

Figure 8

Phylogenetic tree for six Microviridae capsid proteins.

Figure 9

Proposed structural motif model for residues Gly226–Thr297 of the capsid protein of SpV4. These residues comprise one third of the protrusion at each threefold axis. The residues in the F protein of φX174 at the exit and entry points for the SpV4 loop are indicated in parentheses; β strands are shown as arrows.
sequence of the IN5 insertion loop of SpV4. Obviously other more complex models may also satisfy the envelope of the cryo-EM density, but would not satisfy the secondary structure prediction profile or the formation of a hydrophobic cavity at the distal surface of the protrusion. Other structural motif insertions have been observed between strands

Stereo views of the atomic model of the SpV4 protrusion. (a) The fit of a pseudo-atomic model of an SpV4 VP1 trimer (separate monomers colored blue, green and red) into the cryo-EM reconstruction (gray isodensity contour). Shown also is the viral asymmetric unit, depicted as an open triangle. The view is along a twofold axis. The fit of three symmetry-related SpV4 loop structures (Gly226–Thr297) into the cryo-EM density map, as viewed from (b) the top, along a threefold axis or (c) the side, perpendicular to a threefold axis. Corresponding shaded surface representations are shown to the right of each stereo view. (The stereo views were produced with MacInPlot [54].)
of the eight-stranded antiparallel \( \beta \) barrel of viruses. For example, an immunoglobulin (Ig) fold domain insertion occurs between the E and F strands of the insect virus nudaurelia \( \phi \) capsensis virus [29], but this motif would be too large for the protrusion in SpV4.

**Conclusions**

The multisequence alignments for the major capsid proteins of the *Microviridae* phages demonstrate that the VP1 proteins of Chp1 and SpV4 most likely have a common ancestral link to the F proteins of the *Coliphages*. The three-dimensional cryo-EM reconstruction of SpV4 revealed a mushroom-like protrusion on the threefold axes of the icosahedral capsid. The sequence alignment results, along with knowledge of the atomic structures of the F proteins for \( \phi \)X174 and G4, lead to the assignment of a 71-residue loop in the SpV4 VP1 sequence (Gly226 to Thr297) to one third of the trimeric protrusion structure. The secondary structure predicted from the sequence of the loop suggested a peptide fold, the main part of which consists of a six-stranded, antiparallel \( \beta \) sheet, that trimerizes and fits well into the globular domain (bud) of the protrusion. The distal globular domain of the trimeric haemagglutinin spike of influenza virus has a similar structure, although haemagglutinin is much larger (~145 residues) and consists of an eight-stranded, antiparallel \( \beta \)-sheet structure with larger extended loops between the strands [30]. A fragment sequence search of the 71-residue loop was performed, using the BLAST network service, and sequences of influenza haemagglutinin B were among the highest scoring segment pairs [31].

The predicted hydrophobic character of the depression at the distal tip of the SpV4 bud suggests a possible role in cellular receptor binding. The human parvovirus, B19, has a depression at each threefold axis that binds globoside, the cellular receptor [32]. Unlike SpV4, however, B19 does not have long protrusions.

**Biological implications**

The bacteriophage spiroplasma virus, SpV4, which infects the wall-free prokaryote *Spiroplasma melliferum*, is a member of the *Microviridae* family. Other members of this family include the *Chlamydia* phage, Chp1, and *Coliphages*, such as \( \phi \)X174. The surface of a virion is one factor that helps control host tropism, because it presents the required specific interactions for host receptor recognition which leads to infection. A detailed description of the SpV4 surface, and comparison with related phages, may help us to further understand the mechanisms underlying host cell recognition and specificity.

We report here the three-dimensional structure of SpV4. We present a detailed description of the SpV4 capsid structure based on a three-dimensional cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) image reconstruction of SpV4 samples and structural sequence alignment with the atomic model of the major capsid protein (protein F) of the related bacteriophage, \( \phi \)X174.

A striking feature of the SpV4 structure, which was not previously seen, is the presence of 20, ‘mushroom-like’ protrusions (~54 Å long) that extend radially outwards from the capsid surface along the icosahedral threefold axes. The amino acid sequence that folds to form this protrusion was identified as a 71-residue insertion in the SpV4 coat protein, VP1, relative to the \( \phi \)X174 F capsid protein. Sequence alignments of the F capsid proteins of the *Coliphages*, and the VP1 capsid proteins of Chp1 and SpV4, exhibit an evolutionary relationship. Distinct differences in the surface morphologies of the *Microviridae* phages are attributable mainly to large variations in protruding structural motifs. The *Coliphages* have a specialized spike structure (pentamers of the G protein) at each of the 12 fivefold vertices. The G and F proteins both affect host range in *Escherichia coli* strains [33–35]. Chp1 and SpV4 have no gene for a G-like protein, but instead have an insertion loop (INS), between the E and F strands of the capsid protein \( \beta \) barrel; these insertions associate at the threefold axes to form 20 protrusions. These protrusions may be utilized as host range determinants in an analogous manner to the G protein spikes of the *Coliphages*.

Phages of the *Microviridae* family probably evolved from a common primordial phage gene. Distinct genera might have then evolved by means of genetic fusion events that enabled a diverse range of hosts to be infected. It is probable that *Coliphages* incorporated a gene, G, to encode the large pentameric spike structure which enables the phages to recognize the outer cell membrane of *E. coli*. Likewise, Chp1 and SpV4 incorporated a gene that encodes a trimeric structural motif that enables these phage to recognize the chlamydial envelope or the wall-free spiroplasmas, respectively.

**Materials and methods**

*Propagation and purification of SpV4*

*S. melliferum* strain G1 [36] was grown in SP4 medium [37] at 32°C, and used for the propagation of SpV4 [3]. SpV4-infected Spiroplasma broth cultures were prepared by inoculation of an early log phase culture of *S. melliferum* (10⁶–10⁷ cfu/ml) with an SpV4 inoculum at a multiplicity of infection of approximately 0.2.

For virus purification, SpV4-infected cultures (6 \( \times \) 150 ml) were harvested 24h after inoculation. Spiroplasma cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 22,000 \( \times \) g for 45 min. The supernatant was adjusted to 0.5 M NaCl and the virions were precipitated by adding 8% polyethylene glycol 6000. After overnight incubation at 4°C, the precipitate was collected by centrifugation (22,000 \( \times \) g for 45 min), and the pellets were suspended in 50 mM sodium tetraborate buffer at pH 9.2 containing 0.5 M NaCl. The suspension was treated with 10 µg/ml DNase in the presence of 25 mM MgCl₂, for 1 h at 37°C, with 0.2% Triton X100 for an additional 1 h, and then clarified three times by vigorous shaking with an equal volume of chloroform. The
virions were sedimented from the final aqueous phase by centrifugation (130,000 x g for 7 h in a Beckman SW27 rotor) through a 30% sucrose cushion (5 ml). The pellets were resuspended in 50 mM sodium tetraborate buffer at pH 9.2 containing 0.6 g/ml CsCl and centrifuged to equilibrium at 150,000 x g for 48 h. The fraction containing virions was collected and dialyzed against 40 mM sodium tetraborate buffer at pH 9.2. The virus concentration was adjusted to 1 mg/ml assuming an extinction coefficient of 7.5 mg/ml per cm at 260 nm. This protocol yielded between 1.0 to 1.5 mg of purified virions per liter of SpV4 infected culture.

Cryo-EM and three-dimensional image reconstruction
Small aliquots (3.5 µl) of SpV4 sample were placed on holey carbon grids, blotted with filter paper, and plunged into liquid ethane to suspend the SpV4 particles in a thin layer of vitreous ice as described [38-40]. Grids were inserted into a precooled Gatan 626 cryotransfer holder (Gatan Inc., Warrendale, PA, USA) that maintained a constant temperature of ~170°C. The sample was examined in a Philips EM420 transmission electron microscope (Philips Electronics Instruments, Mahwah, NJ, USA) and images were recorded on Kodak SO-163 film (Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY, USA) under low dose conditions (~18 e/Å²) at a nominal magnification of x 49,000 and a defocus value of ~0.8 µm. A micrograph that displayed uniform specimen ice thickness and with minimal drift and astigmatism, as determined by eye, was digitized at 25 µm intervals (5.1 Å step size) and processed as described [40]. The orientations and origins of different particles imaged in the micrograph were determined and a subset of 22 SpV4 images were combined to compute a three-dimensional reconstruction which was used for subsequent model-based refinement of the view angle and origin parameters [41]. The resolution of the final reconstructed density map was determined to be at least 27 Å as measured by structure-factor comparisons [42] and Fourier ring correlation measurements [43].

All computations were performed with FORTRAN programs [41, 44-46] on VAX/VMS 8550 and AlphaStation 500/400 computers (Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA, USA). Digitized images and shaded-surface representations were viewed on a raster graphics device (Model 3400; Lexidata Corp., Billerica, MA, USA) and final figures were prepared on a Macintosh computer (Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA) with Adobe Photoshop 3.0 (Adobe Systems Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA) and ClarisDraw (Claris Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA) programs. The threshold level for rendering iso-surface views (Figures 4, 5, 9 and 10) was selected to give a molecular volume consistent with the expected volume of the SpV4 capsid. Though the image and reconstruction data were not compensated for the effects of the contrast transfer function of the microscope [47], the chosen threshold gave a molecular envelope that fit quite well the X-ray structure of the φX174 F protein capsid (Figure 10).

Alignment of Microviridae capsid proteins
The programs used for the manipulation and alignment of sequences were those of the University of Wisconsin GCG [48]. The representative sequences of the F capsid proteins of φX1, φX174 and G4, and the VP1 proteins of SpV4 and Chp1 were obtained from the GenBank database [49]. Residues Gly35, Gly36, Pro68 and Arg281 of the F protein of G4 were changed to Val35, Val36, Ser68 and Gly281, according to sequencing performed by Bentley Fane and is in agreement with the interpretation of the high-resolution electron-density map of G4 [15]. The program PILEUP was used to align each sequence to a profile of all other sequences [50] with gap penalties of Gi = 3.0 and Gj = 0.1. The known secondary structural elements of φX174 and G4 [14,15] were used to make a few minor adjustments to the final sequence alignment. The alignment procedure was carried out on a Silicon graphics Indigo 2 workstation (Silicon Graphics Computer Systems, Mountain View, CA, USA).

Modeling the IN5 loop and fit to the cryo-EM density map
Three copies of the 71-residue loop (IN5) of SpV4 were built and fitted interactively into the cryo-EM density map with the program O [51] on a Silicon graphics Indigo 2 workstation. The β strand structural elements were modeled using segments from the β-barrel domain of the previously determined atomic structure of φX174 [14]. The turn regions were inserted between the β strands to complete the connectivity of the loop. The model was constrained using the structural geometry library of the program O.

Accession numbers
The Cα atomic coordinates of the SpV4 model have been deposited with the Brookhaven Protein Data Base [52], with the accession code 1KVP.
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